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ABSTRACT: We report in this communication the synthesis, 

structure and magnetic investigations of two new half-sandwich 

complexes [Dy(DAD)Cp*(THF)] (1) and 

[Li(THF)3][Dy(DAD)Cp*Cl] (2) (Cp* = C5Me5, DAD = [2,6-

iPr2C6H3N–CMeCMe–NC6H3iPr2-2,6). Both compounds exhibit 

zero-field SMM behavior but distinct relaxation dynamics origi-

nating from difference in the arrangement of Cp* and DAD lig-

ands. The anisotropic barrier for 1 is found one order of magni-

tude greater than for 2.  

Coordination complexes exhibiting slow relaxation of their 

magnetization associated with magnetic bistability show tremen-

dous potentialities for information storage or spin-based compu-

ting.1 Since the report of such effect more than two decades ago,2 

the chemical design and resulting properties of such Single-

Molecule Magnets (SMMs) have been greatly enhanced by taking 

advantage of the fascinating properties of lanthanide ions.1b, 3 In 4f 

complexes, the appropriate combination between a specific lan-

thanide ion and surrounding ligands generates a crystal-field that 

may allow the appearance of an anisotropic barrier, , that sepa-

rates two opposite directions of the magnetic moment (± mJ). 

Naturally, increasing the crystal-field splitting should result in 

larger anisotropic barriers and blocking temperatures (which 

could be the temperature at which or relaxation time is equal to 

100 s or alternatively as the highest temperature at which an 

hystereis loop is observed).4 Such systems with largely separated 

± mJ states could be engineered based on simple electrostatic 

considerations that exploit the optimum stabilization the electron-

ic density of the 4f ions. Thus, lanthanide ions such as Dy3+ exhib-

iting oblate electronic density are efficiently stabilized by axial 

crystal-field that maximizes the splitting of the mJ levels and 

stabilizes the highest mJ = ± 15/2 states, while minimizing the 

Quantum Tunneling of the Magnetization (QTM). However, such 

scenario is frequently altered by the existence of additional spin-

lattice relaxation processes (Raman and direct) which create 

underbarrier relaxation paths.1b, 3, 5 

One possible strategy to obtain large axial crystal-field relies on 

the use of coordination6 or organometallic chemistry ligands7 that 

reduce the lanthanide coordination number while simultaneously 

affording an efficient stabilization of the 4f electronic density. In 

this regards, major advances have been recently achieved with 

Dy3+ metallocenium complex based on cyclopentadienyl (CpR) 

ligands8 that show exceptional magnetic hysteresis features that 

could overcome liquid nitrogen’s temperature.9 In this last exam-

ple, the heteroleptic sandwich complex 

[Dy(CpiPr5)(Cp*)][B(C6F5)4] was found to exhibit large anisotropy 

thanks to a synergy between short Dy-Cp*/iPr5 distances and large 

Cp-Dy-Cp angle. Additionally, these impressive relaxation dy-

namics appear to be not solely related to the targeted coordination 

environment but also to the reduced molecular vibrations (metal-

ligands vibrational modes) imposed by the rigid Cp ligands. 5, 8a, 8b, 

9 It appears therefore essential to gain deeper understanding on the 

parameters affecting such spin-phonon coupling. 

In this sense, we have recently reported the use of doubly re-

duced diazabutadiene ligands for the design of lanthanide 

SMMs.10 These anionic ligands, acting as both, n and -electron 

donors, benefit from a large steric and electronic tunability that 

could be taken as an advantage to create highly axial crystal-field. 

In our previous studies, the homoleptic Li(DME)3[Dy(DAD)2] 

complex (DAD = [2,6-iPr2C6H3N–CHCH–NC6H3iPr2-2,6]) 

exhibit a genuine SMM behaviour.10b Yet, despite a significant 

crystal-field splitting generated by these ligands, Raman relaxa-

tion was found to dominate the relaxation dynamics. Aiming at 

reducing this spin-phonon coupling while increasing the magnetic 

anisotropy, we propose here to associate bulky DAD-type ligands, 

that are known to generate short Dy-N distances, with rigid Cp* 

moiety in order to design heteroleptic half-sandwich dysprosium 

complexes. 

Scheme 1: Synthesis of 1 and 2.  



 

The synthetic strategy to design the targeted heteroleptic half-

sandwich-type complexes [Dy(DAD)Cp*] relies on the cascade of 

reactions of anhydrous DyCl3 with [DADK2(THF)n] and alkali 

metal cyclopentadienide MCp* (M = Li, K) (Scheme 1). Using 

KCp* leads to the formation of a salt-free complex 

[Dy(DAD)Cp*(THF)] (1), while in the case of LiCp*, ate-

complex [Li(THF)3(μ
2- Cl)Dy(DAD)Cp*] (2) was isolated (see 

ESI for details). 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of 1 (top) and 2 (bottom). Color code: orange, 

Dy; red, O; grey, C; green, Cl; light blue, Li. Hydrogen atoms 

have been omitted for clarity.   

The X-ray diffraction studies indicate that both compounds 

crystallize in the P21/c space group with a unique complex within 

the asymmetric unit (Table S1). Compound 1 is isostructural to 

the ytterbium complex we recently obtained.11 The coordination 

environments of the Dy3+ in 1 and 2 are composed of one Cp* 

ligand, one dianionic 2:² ene-diamido DAD2 ligand and one 

coordinated THF molecule (for 1) or μ2-ClLi(THF)3 fragment (for 

2). The Dy-CCp bond lengths in 1 are ranging from 2.612(2) to 

2.727(1) Å, the Dy-CpCentr distance is of 2.391(2) Å (Table S2). 

The Dy-N bond lengths are slightly different and equal to 

2.189(2) and 2.202(2) Å. With respect to 1, the Dy-CpCentr dis-

tance in 2 (2.367(2) Å) is slightly shorter, while one Dy-N bond 

lengths is longer (2.198(2) and 2.205(2) Å). The Dy-N bond 

lengths in 1 and 2 are noticeably shorter than the related values 

measured for eight-coordinate Dy3+complexes and correspond to 

covalent Dy-N bonds.12 The short distances between the Dy3+ ions 

and the carbon atoms of the NCCN moiety in 1 (2.837(2), 

2.845(2) Å) and 2 (2.764(2), 2.769(2) Å) are indicative of ²-

coordination of the CC bonds to the Dy3+ ion. However, these 

distances are longer than in the previously reported 

[Li(DME)3][Dy(DAD)2] (2.672(3)–2.712(5) Å).10b The Dy-O 

distance in 1 is equal to 2.362(2) Å. In 2, the Cl ligand μ2-bridges 

[Li(THF)3]
+ and Dy3+ ions. The Dy-Cl distance is 2.6403(6) Å 

and the Li-Cl one is of 2.339(4) Å. Taking into account the two 

centroids defined by the DAD2 (NCCN) and Cp* ligands, bite 

angles of 142.0(2)°  and 139.6(2)° are found for 1 and 2 respec-

tively. The shortest intermolecular Dy3+-Dy3+ distance measured 

in 1 (9.543(2) Å) proved to be noticeably shorter compared to that 

in 2 (11.413(2) Å) (Fig. S1). 

The magnetic properties of 1 and 2 were investigated in both, 

static and dynamic modes. The detailed dc measurements could 

be found in the ESI and reveal differences that may originate from 

dissimilar crystal-field splitting. 

The occurrence of slow relaxation of the magnetization was in-

vestigated by alternating current (ac) measurements. Under a 

zero-dc field, the compounds exhibit a clear frequency depend-

ence in the in-phase (’) and in the out-of-phase (") components 

of the magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 2, Fig. S4-S5) indicating a 

SMM behavior. While for 1 a maximum could be discerned, 2 

exhibits a very broad signal without a clear maximum of ". The 

Cole-Cole plots (Fig. S6) reveal the presence of two relaxation 

processes for 1. These data could be fitted with the sum of two 

modified Debye functions13 for 1 (Table S3) leading to large 

values (i.e. 0.6) of the  parameter at low temperature for the 

main relaxation process but such treatment yields to unrealistic 

fitting parameters for 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Frequency dependence of the out-of phase (") susceptibil-

ities for 1 and 2 under a zero dc-field. 

Insights into the dynamics of the relaxation of the magnetiza-

tion could be obtained from the temperature dependence of the 

relaxation time, . The broad maximum for 2 prevent extracting 

relevant values of . The ln vs. T1 plot for 1 related to the main 

relaxation process deviates from the linearity before becoming 

temperature independent at low temperature, indicating the pres-

ence of QTM (Fig. 3, Fig. S7). Consequently, the overall data 

range could be modeled using the following equation:  1 = 

0
1exp(/kT) + CT n +  1

QTM (Eq. 1).14 The first term accounts 

for a thermally activated process, while the second and third ones 

stand for two-phonon Raman and QTM, respectively. In order to 

avoid over-parameterization, n was fixed to different values until 

getting the best fitting coefficient.  The obtained fit parameters 

(Table 1) point out that a relaxation involving these three different 

processes. The low value of the n exponent as observed in others 

Dy/Cp systems8a, 8b, 9may indicate the presence of optical pho-
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Table 1: Fit parameters of the temperature dependence of the 

relaxation time for 1 and 2. 

Compound 
 

(cm1) 
0 (s) n* 

C 

(s1.Km) 

A 

(s1.K1) 

1 (0 Oe) 254 ± 17 
(6 ± 5)  

1010 
3 0.008 ± 0.005 

- 

1 (2000 Oe) 206 ± 10 
(10 ± 4)  

109 
3 0.007± 0.003 

- 

2 (1000 Oe) 20 ± 4 (5 ± 3)  109 - - 281 ± 139 

*fixed parameter 

 
In order to reduce the observed QTM, the field dependence of 

the ac susceptibilities was studied. An increase of the relaxation 

time is observed with optimum fields found at 2000 and 1000 Oe 

for 1 (15 K) and 2 (2 K), respectively (Fig. S8). The field depend-

ence of  could be modeled with the equation  1 = DH4T + 

B1/(1+B2H²) + K (Eq. 2), for which the first term accounts for the 

direct process (for Kramers-ion), the second one for the QTM and 

the K constant accounts for the field-independent Raman and 

thermally activated processes (Fig. S9, Table S4). The frequency 

dependence of the ac susceptibilities measured under these dc 

fields confirms the shortcut of the QTM. While a broad maximum 

of " could be still observed for 1, applying a dc field totally 

modifies the frequency dependence of ” for 2 (Fig. S10). Thus, 

although a plateau is observed at low frequencies (also confirmed 

by the Cole-Cole plots, Fig. S11, Table S6), a clear maximum 

could be now discerned allowing the extraction of the relaxation 

time. The temperature dependence of the relaxation time (Fig. 3) 

for both complexes could be fitted with:  1 = 0
1exp(/kT) + 

CTn + AT (Eq. 3) (Fig. 3, Fig. S7, Table 1) in which the third term 

accounts for the direct process.  is found one order of magnitude 

lower for 2 with respect to 1 confirming an important difference 

in the crystal-field spitting as previously evidenced from the dc 

measurements. Moreover, although no direct process could be 

evidenced for 1, it contributes greatly to the overall relaxation for 

2, while the Raman process is found inoperative; 

The magnetic analysis indicates a dramatic variation in the dy-

namic of slow relaxation of the magnetization for 1 and 2 despite 

a closely related structure. To get further insights, magneto-

structural correlations could be achieved by evaluation of the 

orientation of the anisotropic axes of the ground Kramers doublet 

using the MAGELLAN16 software based on electrostatic consid-

erations. As expected, the orientation of the anisotropic axes for 

both complexes are mainly imposed by both, Cp* and DAD-Me 

ligands (Fig. S12). Hence, a deviation of less than 15° with the 

anisotropic axis is observed between the centroids of DAD-Me 

and Cp* ligands (Table S7). Moreover, the THF or chloride in 1 

and 2, respectively, define a mean angle close to 90° with the 

anisotropic axis, inducing a transverse component that explains 

the QTM. Surprisingly, substitution of a THF by a negatively 

charged chloride does not induce a significant tilt of the aniso-

tropic axis for 2. This could be imputed to the rather long Dy-Cl 

distance of 2.640 Å to compare with the shorter Dy-O one of 

2.363 Å, counterbalancing the effect of the chloride negative 

charge. On the other hand, 1 exhibits the shortest Dy3+-Dy3+ dis-

tance. It should therefore exhibit the highest tunneling rate caused 

by dipolar interactions which is not experimentally observed. 

 

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of , for 1 and 2. The solid lines 

correspond to the fit with Eq. 1or Eq. 3. 

Hence, the observed differences in the magnetic properties may 

be rather explained by subtle differences in the arrangement of 

DAD-Me and Cp* ligands. Recent studies on dysprosium 

metallocene complexes [Dy(CpR)2]
+ clearly point out two critical 

parameters that affect the magnetic axiality in these systems: the 

Cp-Dy-Cp angle and Dy-C distances. Maximizing the anisotropy 

requires achieving large bite angles, while shortening the Dy-C 

bonds.17-20 Despite the fact that the Dy-C are found slightly short-

er in 2, the greater bite angle Cp*-Dy-DAD associated with the 

reduced Dy-N distances for 1 may explain its larger crystal-field 

splitting and greater anisotropic barrier. Such dominant influence 

of the DAD ligand is also in line with its two-fold greater negative 

charge carried in comparison with Cp*.  

Furthermore, the magnetic properties of 1 may be favorably 

compared with those obtained in our previously reported 

homoleptic complex [Li(DME)3][Ln(DAD)2].
10b In this latter, the 

DAD-Dy-DAD angle was closer to the linearity (172°), but signif-

icantly larger Dy-N distances of 2.221-2.246 Å were found. In 

addition, the magnetization was found to mainly relax through a 

Raman process. Consequently, incorporation of rigid Cp* moie-

ties in association with DAD ligands permits to increase the 

axiality while reducing the Raman relaxation.   

In summary, we have reported in this article two different 

heteroleptic Dy3+ complexes based on DAD and Cp* ligands. 

Although they differ by the nature of an additional coordinated 

species (THF vs. Cl), both compounds exhibit distinct slow 

relaxation of the magnetization dynamics caused by slight chang-

es in the Dy-N distances and Cp*-Dy-DAD angles. Thanks to the 

great tunability of both, DAD and Cp ligands, extension to other 

heteroleptic complexes exhibiting shorter Dy-N distances and 

greater bite angles may be viewed as a promising route to enhance 

the magnetic relaxation properties in lanthanide SMM. 
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